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Haydon Zeal is a tidy gelding, set to follow his successful full siblings Haydon Sonar, Zane, Zeel and 
Warhorse. 
Haydon Sonar was sold as a two year to Queensland for campdrafting, a well put together filly with an easy, 
light action who can really use her hind legs and went very well in young horse chukkas.  
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Haydon Zane was sold at our colt sale to NineBarDot Stud and is proving a successful sire, pictured below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Haydon Zeal’s dam Haydon 
Moonstruck by Haydon Drawn was 
retained as a broodmare. Her daughter 
Haydon Paloma by Ellerston Solar 
won polo awards, played at Ellerston 
and she been kept as a broodmare. 
Haydon Ballerina produced many 
good horses including Nat Buchanan 
winner Haydon Dancer, which was 
also won by her grand-daughter, 
Haydon Night Diva in 2014, Haydon 
Barrabucci played by David Haydon 
and Haydon Nightlight dam of sire 
Haydon Nightwatch. 
 

Haydon Dancer winner Nat 
Buchanan Trophy 

Haydon Ballerina as 24 year old broodmare 

Haydon Zane one of the top lots at the 2011 Colt Sale 

Haydon Zeel such an easy horse performance horse Named Haydon Warhorse as he has 
identical markings to his famous Light 

Horse relation Midnight 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This is a proven old Bloomfield family tracing back to Flirt by Eclipse in the 1880’s. Her daughter Haydon 
Thora won many of the original campdrafts in the 1920’s. Her daughters by Haydon Starlight, Haydon Dark 
Night and Haydon Twilight were exceptional mares.  Champion polo mare Haydon Eulalie played in the 
finals of R.A.S Polo and the Gold Cup in 1954.  
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Haydon Eulalie  Haydon Dark Night campdrafted 
at the RAS in 1947 

Haydon Twilight rated by FB 
Haydon as one of the best he rode 

Haydon Barrabucci playing at 
Ellerston  

Haydon Paloma polo award winner  
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Haydon Zeal is a tidy gelding, set to follow his successful full siblings Haydon Sonar, Zane, Zeel and Warhorse.

Haydon Sonar was sold as a two year to Queensland for campdrafting, a well put together filly with an easy, light action who can really use her hind legs and went very well in young horse chukkas. 
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Haydon Sonar taken as a two year old 













Haydon Zane was sold at our colt sale to NineBarDot Stud and is proving a successful sire, pictured below.
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Haydon Zane one of the top lots at the 2011 Colt Sale
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Haydon Zeel such an easy horse performance horse



































[image: ][image: ]Haydon Zeal’s dam Haydon Moonstruck by Haydon Drawn was retained as a broodmare. Her daughter Haydon Paloma by Ellerston Solar won polo awards, played at Ellerston and she been kept as a broodmare.

Haydon Ballerina produced many good horses including Nat Buchanan winner Haydon Dancer, which was also won by her grand-daughter, Haydon Night Diva in 2014, Haydon Barrabucci played by David Haydon and Haydon Nightlight dam of sire Haydon Nightwatch.Haydon Ballerina as 24 year old broodmare

Haydon Dancer winner Nat Buchanan Trophy
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Haydon Barrabucci playing at Ellerston 









































This is a proven old Bloomfield family tracing back to Flirt by Eclipse in the 1880’s. Her daughter Haydon Thora won many of the original campdrafts in the 1920’s. Her daughters by Haydon Starlight, Haydon Dark Night and Haydon Twilight were exceptional mares.  Champion polo mare Haydon Eulalie played in the finals of R.A.S Polo and the Gold Cup in 1954. 
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Haydon Eulalie 

 Haydon Thora top campdrafter in the 1920s
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